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"AMERICA"
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ee, I have set before you this day life and good, and
death and evil; In that I command you this day to
love the LORD your God, to walk in his ways, and to
keep his commandments and his statutes and his judgments,
that you may live and multiply: and the LORD your God shall
bless you in the land where you go to possess it.
Deuteronomy 30:15-16

America! America! God shed His grace on thee... so goes a
part of the lyrics of one of the most beautiful songs in honor of this
great and noble nation. From its inception, there have been
two spiritual forces at work, competing for the very soul of
this nation. They sought to control its destiny knowing that this
nation would play an extremely important role in history, and thus
endeavored to establish a beach head on this land very early on.

The evil one has always had a group of men behind most of
the important events that have historically transpired on the face
of the earth, especially in America. They were very patient as they
carried out their brilliant plans and methods to bring about their
evil goals. Their desire is for their evil works to always remain
hidden and their identities not be exposed. They prefer to
remain in the shadows doing their evil work behind the scenes.
They continue planning, controlling, manipulating threatening,
deceiving, murdering and creating chaos whenever and wherever
they can to this day. They are the seed of the evil one, totally
evil beyond description. I have been shown with great detail
how they have cunningly devised and manipulated world events,
as well as events here in America, to achieve their ultimate goal of
total world power and control. With patience and diligence they
worked slowly over several decades to accomplish their plans.
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I have also been shown how the seed of the evil one has
countless times in the past concocted behind closed doors,
their evil plans to try to destroy, exterminate and commit
genocide on the righteous seed of our Father and how they
have failed every time. They are sickly, demonic beings
whose only aim is the destruction of the righteous ways of the
Creator and His people. The LORD always is one step ahead
of them, no matter how brilliant and worldly wise their plans
were.
Ephesians 5:11-12 "And have no fellowship with the
unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove them. For
it is a shame even to speak of those things which are
done of them in secret."
The attempts to destroy this nation throughout history have
been many, and it would not be possible to mention them all in
this modest newsletter. They have relentlessly pushed their
liberal, corrupt, ungodly agenda upon our schools, courts,
government, military, mainstream media and society. They
knew that in order to take over this nation, they would first
have to destroy its Christian foundation and replace it with a
pagan culture brought here by people from other countries.
Homosexuality, transexuality, pedophilia, bestiality, abortion,
human trafficking, drugs epidemic and every other kind of
lawless debauchery has been committed on this land in an
effort to create a culture of sin where these things are the
norm; thus defiling this nation to the point where God has
no choice but to turn His back on the nation that has
broken the covenant He had made with our ancestors.

The land where people live is always influenced by what they
do while living on it. If the ruler of a nation has a wicked heart bent
on passing laws that promote these sins of defilement, bloodshed,
injustice and broken covenants, although committed by a portion
of the population, it is seen by the Almighty as corporate sins
committed by the whole nation. When a land has been defiled, it
affects the atmosphere over the city, state or nation that is
noticeable by those who are sensitive to spiritual things.
These corporate sins committed by the people of a nation in
the past, even though you may not be able to see it, you can see
the effect that it has on a city, state or nation. if these sins go on
for long period of time, these national bondages and strongholds
will become part of the culture of that society, thus opening the
door allowing evil rulers and principalities to come take over that
city, state or nation. This is how a covering of darkness is
slowly formed over a nation due to the sins of its inhabitants.

In order to heal the land original sins, offenses and
defilement that is affecting the land and causing the negative
atmosphere in the region must first be removed, along with all
the consequences whether physical, mental or spiritual. It is
the responsibility of God's lambs to remove through
intercessory prayer the things that are taking place on the
land that were not meant to be there. This must be
accompanied by vast radical changes taking place in
government, courts, schools and churches.
The strategic gateways mentioned above must first be
taken over and protected if there is to be lasting change.
These help to define the foundation of a city, state or nation
and everything else that is built upon it. If the gatekeepers of
these areas are demonically controlled people, they will
have access to areas of influence and spheres of
responsibility within government and impact it for evil.
Informed spiritual intercessory warfare is a very powerful
tool that helps to first expose these things which have been
hidden for a very long time, so they can the be removed. This
nation came very close to the edge of a precipice. It would
have been the end of this nation as we have known it, and the
beginning of another one where constitutional rights and
freedom would not exist; a time of great peril for the Republic.
Jeremiah 1:9-10 "Then the LORD put forth his hand, and
touched my mouth. And the LORD said unto me, Behold, I
have put my words in your mouth. See, I have this day set
you over the nations and over the kingdoms, to root out,
and to pull down, and to destroy, and to throw down, to
build, and to plant."

The thoughts of the people in a certain area mold their actions
and these actions facilitate principalities and rulers of darkness to
positions of authority that govern the area. This brings about a veil
of darkness over that region that promotes sin, corruption, idolatry
and persecution while keeping a veil over the eyes of the people
which does not allow them to see the truth, and thus be converted
and washed by the blood of Jesus Christ.
2 Corinthians 4:3-4 "But if our gospel be hid, it is hid to them
that are lost: In whom the god of this age has blinded the
minds of them who believe not, lest the light of the glorious
gospel of Christ, who is the image of God, should shine unto
them."
The repetitive sinful actions of people determine the spiritual
atmosphere over a person or place. Demonic spirits are nourished
through the actions of people, and feed on bondages. That is the
reason why the majority of the people living in a certain area have
striking similarities in their behavior. The actions of the people
that are living in a particular place will determine whether the
heavens are shut and the land cursed, or the heavens are
opened and the land blessed. (Deuteronomy 28)
The longer this condition prevails over a certain area, the
more difficult it will be to change it back to its original state. Once
the enemy takes a hold of a someone or something, the longer
the time the enemy is in control of a person or place, the
deeper the roots will go, and the more difficult it will be to
heal. The powers of darkness usually try to bring about the
opposite of what the ordained will of God is for that nation.

However, during times of great peril, it seems as if the
Eternal One always raises up a man to stand against the
onslaught of evil that is trying to overtake and destroy this
nation. It seems like the Almighty always raises up a
people with spiritual discernment and the heart of a
warrior who love this land enough to fight for it, and give
their lives if necessary to defend it.
God has a way of using the foolish things to confound the
wise, and the weak things to confound the strong, and the
things that people least expect to shock the proud and the
religious so that no flesh should glory in His presence. This
time God saw fit to use a businessman with a loud mouth, full
of flaws and a sinful past, but who had a heart for America and
the courage to do what no one else would; expose the sins
and corruption in our nation, in order to heal it. Selah!

